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The Observer

Rep. John Brademas (D-Ind) has represented this congressional district since 1958, and in that time has risen to the position of House Majority Whip, the third most powerful man in the House. Yet, he still finds time to talk to his constituents.

Talked to him recently, and asked if he was optimistic about his prospects in the 1980 election. He told me, "There are a lot of forces working against me, the most important of which is the economy. But I don't think it will be a "back to the future" type of Congressional election, for I'm confident the American people want a change after 12 years of Democratic rule."

"We're running on the slogan of the "Chicago Way," which means working hard to win, and I think we have a chance of doing it. We're being clobbered by the economy, but we have to play our part...in the international economy, and I'm confident we will."

"We have to rebuild our local economy, and I'm confident we can. That corn will be our best friend. If the demand is there, we can produce it and make a profit."

"We have to do more than just talk about the troubles of the auto industry. If we are going to be competitive in the international economy, we can't give up on the auto industry."
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News Briefs
by The Observer and The Associated Press

By 25, it waves for an entire day by bumping around in life boats after they were forced to abandon the cruise liner Prinsendam, passengers said yesterday that they had nearly given up hope of being rescued. "We were so cold I believe we could have survived a night in the boat," said Sonja Cohn, 48, one of their emotions at the same time sympathy with the conscientious objector diminishes. It's curious how many people equate patriotism with militarism.

Another bomb explosion hit Paris yesterday as French police, faced with the discoveries of fascists within their own ranks, questioned right-wing militarism and anti-Semitism. Another deadly explosion at a synagogue. Police said a female Dutch tourist was seriously injured when a bomb ripped apart her car, parked on Boulevard St. Germaine in the Latin Quarter.

Chancellor Helmut Schmidt's left-liberal coalition was returned to power by German voters yesterday after a bitter campaign in which the conscientious objector diminishes. It's curious how most people equate patriotism with militarism.
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A Form of Patriotism

Whenever our country is comfortably at peace, patriotism always raises a high in our mouths. And every time sympathy with the conscientious objector diminishes. It's curious how many people equate patriotism with militarism.

The CO has his own form of patriotism to the state. He believes in preserving the state by presenting the rights of the individual and if the state is unjust or is committing injustice, he raises his voice against it and disobeys the command of the state to act on injustice. Through questionning and dissent he becomes a conscience that picks society into seeing the injustice that is being committed. The method the CO chooses to use is active non-agression; to find a peaceful alternative to what would otherwise be a violent means of righting a wrong.

No one saw war or violence, yet it is all around us, because it is an easier solution and seems to be more naive than any other alternative. The attempt to build a peaceful world takes more time, sacrifices thought, cooperation than the attempt to wage a war, and every wants quick and easy solutions. The process of history has been a cycle — build, destroy and rebuild, destroy, ad infinitum. But when an individual or several individals at an early stage have chosen the wrong, that cycle can't be broken. Self, its idealism or the willingness of people all over the world would ever lay down their arms voluntarily — but if it doesn't start sometime by someone, the chances of peace are all that more remote. If no one refused to fight, then the chances of war became much more remote.

There is a difference between saying "I don't want war" and "I will not fight." It's the difference between saying "I don't want our government to be invaded by anyone" versus everyone who wants to fight in a war. This would be more incentive for them to try to avoid war and violence becomes much harder, and peace that much stronger.

Attempts are made by governments to avoid war but how effective is government unless it acts on the will of its people? Government whatever type it is, is only a tool. It is the individual conscience of a country. To effects of a peaceful individual can have over a government only one has to look at the work of Ghandi and Martin Luther King Jr. They objected to the unjust laws and actions of their countries and found a peaceful alternative to bring about changes in those laws.

Our country simply says "This is an injustice." The CO, by his actions, by disobeying a civil law when it is unjust, attempts to change the injustice. (If the injustice has a gun or a bullet, or a rope, or a cramp, exclusively for itself, then perhaps you may consider whether the result will not be worse than the evil; but if it is such a nature that it requires you to be agent of injustice to another, then say, break the law," wrote Thoreau in his essay, "Civil Disobedience." The authority of government, he wrote, "can have no right put over my person and property but what I concede to it." The rights of the individual to live and follow his own beliefs. That is what our government was set up for, and when the conscien-

Six honorary degrees will be awarded by the University of Notre Dame at an academic convocation at 10:30 a.m. November 8 in the Assembly Auditorium as part of the Notre Dame Academic Convocation. Sherman E. Lee, director of the Cleveland Museum of Art and an authority on Oriental Art, will speak at the convocation and receive an honorary doctor of Fine Arts degree. Other degree recipients are Walter H. Annenberg, a former U.S. Ambassador to the United Kingdom, Livingston L. Biddle, bestselling author, Rev. Anthony Lauck, former faculty member and department head of the Department of Art, Agnes Morgan, consultant to the William Hayes Ford Museum and Norton Simon, founder of the Norton Simon Museum in Los Angeles.

Partly sunny and warm today, high in the mid to upper 50s, clear and chilly tonight, low in the upper 30s to low 60s.
around making business investments. And they're trying to defeat me and elect John Hiler as they view him as an investment.

Well I didn't go to Congress to be a front for big corporations. It's not my responsibility to do that. Yes, in answer to your question; I wouldn't be surprised.

Q: Why did the Senate reject your educational bill?

A: The Senate said it was too expensive. We've pondered back. We felt it was extremely important that students from both lower and middle income families have the opportunity to get the help they need to go to college. Part of the problem was the senators did not understand what they were voting on. We've made some modifications on it, but they were not drastic modifications. To tell you the truth, the modifications we made were to help the senators see face and turn around and vote for it.

Q: Why does the County Registrar make it so difficult for students to register to vote?

A: Well, I didn't know that was the case and if somebody told me that earlier, I would have done something about it. You know you can still register to vote at the Courthouse now. I'll be working with students from several universities, maybe we could arrange some way to use a bus or something, have a get-together, make it a social occasion. I have not known that. I'll try to remedy that next time.

Editor's Note: In the interview completed, a modified version of Brademas' education bill was passed late last week by the House, and will be considered by the Senate again in the near future.

... Brademas

[continued from page 1]

... Robbery

[continued from page 1]

1979 and valued at $5,500 was the single most valuable coin taken. A $5 gold piece valued at $3,000 was also taken. At least eight of Hesburgh's gold papal medals worth from $250 to $600 each were missing. The medals were valued at $5,250 ch.

The medals commemorated such events as the 1964 pilgrimage to the Holy Land by Pope Paul VI and the 1964 International Eucharistic Congress in Bombay, India. Also missing was the Presidential Medal of Freedom.

Due to the drastic increase in gold prices replacing the stolen items will be a costly task. Masin said, "All the items can be replaced but some of them have doubled in price since they were originally purchased.

Masin said the value of each piece is assessed individually because the rarity and gold content varies from piece to piece.

... Housing

[continued from page 1]

that a lottery is a possibility.

Dwellings in the $16-20,000 dollar price range are the target of Naciff's search for a first home. Rent for the student houses will be determined in accordance with the amount of repairs that had gone into the house.

At the present time, there has been no reaction on the part of the administration concerning this project, according to Fr. Michael Heppen, the director of University Housing, declined to comment on the plan.

This is not the first time that students have rented houses through other students. Last December a group of four men, two students and two alumni, began to purchase homes in the area, two of which have been rented to other students. Tim Mannix, one of the student landlords, reported that "there have been no problems, just the usual repairs." He did, however, advise the student government "to be very careful in what they buy."
Blood drive schedule announced

A tentative schedule for Notre Dame student blood donations has been announced by Brian Konzen and Matt Flaherty, co-chairmen of the effort. Students from the following halls will give blood in the Student Health Center from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. on the days indicated:

- Keenan and Stanford — Oct. 7, 8, 9
- Fisher and Lyons — Oct. 14, 15, 16
- Holy Cross and Morrissey — Nov. 4, 5, 6
- Breen-Hillips and Grace — Nov. 11, 12, 13
- Lewis and Cavanaugh — Nov. 18, 19, 20
- Zahm and Pangborn — Dec. 2, 3, 4

Last year's contributions by ND men and women were part of a record 12,600 units of blood drawn by the Central Blood Bank for use by the sick in St. Joseph County hospitals. Contact your hall representative to sign up.

Philosopher to give three lectures

Professor Carl Hempel, a noted philosopher of science now at the University of Pittsburgh, will present three lectures during the week of Oct. 6 at the University of Notre Dame's Memorial Library Auditorium.

The Daily Crossword
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Friday's Results

ACROSS
1 Kind of tea
6 Miss Kett
10 Spanish painter
14 Oxhide en-tappe
15 Boy, it's hot!
16 To — (unanimously)
17 Ultimatum
20 One — time
21 "We're off to the wizard"
22 Five, below the border
23 Wound
25 Precise
27 Vision
29 Smaller
33 Skagerrak
36 Intense
38 Ear. pref.
43 Playing card
45 Fire-trestle
46 City of Belgium
48 Decorate, in a way
51 Summit
53 — Creek to me
55 Meet for cotton
59 Texas
60 Landmark
62 Rumanian coin
63 Author of "Little Women"
66 Part of S.A.
67 Ice cream holder
68 Sudden eate of movement the 1700s
69 Suit part
70 Small boys
71 Lilies
72 Ranch
73 Klemperer
74 "... Sweetheart of..."
75 Furnished
76 Make happy
77 The end
78 A million
79 Tea
80 Group of parrots
81 Pacific island group
82 Group of poems
83 British city
85 Drop typewriter
91 "...Came to..."
92 Small cranes
93 Laid word, frequently
94 Mop
95 Florida
96 Word in division

DOWN
1 Flower part
2 Make happy
3 Brown
4 — in a
5 Newspaper head
6 Group of poems
7 Another site
8 Bird typewriter
9 Dwarf
10 Reversal
11 Small
12 In a
13 Opening
14 Ohio city
15 Loge
16 Thirteen
17 Group of poems
18 Orchestra
19 Speakers
20 Jewish group
21 Landscar
22 Monthly
23 Group of poems
24 Group of poems
25 Cape
26 Stringed instruments
27 European
28 Largely opening
29 Parts of mornings
30 Assizes
31 Dead
32 Actor's signal
35 Perforated
36 Clouds
37 Conceited
38 Abolishes
39 Ohio city
40 Abolishes
41 Current
42 Speaks
43 Selfish one
44 Ohio city
45 Loge
46 Landscar
47 Group of poems
48 In a
49 Cut
50 Glimpse
51 Group of poems
52 Pacific island group
53 Group of poems
54 Longways
55 Group of poems
56 Stringed instruments
57 European
58 Try skin opening
59 Parts of mornings
60 Glimpse
61 Group of poems
62 Group of poems
63 Opening
64 Drop typewriter
65 Group of poems
Six golfers will compete for Notre Dame today, and the five low scores will determine the team score. Leading the Irish will be senior co-captain Tom Robison (West Allis, Wi.) and junior Bob Horak (Rochester, N.Y.), sophomore Stoney Ferlmann (Peoria, II.) and freshman Dave Pangraze (Auburn, N.H.).

The four remaining positions on the starting roster will be filled by senior Bill McGuinness (Woodsboro, N.J.), junior Bob Sacheck, at 6-4, 210, is probably the longest hitter on the squad.

Former territorial positions on the starting roster will be filled by senior Bill McGuinness (Woodsboro, N.J.), junior Bob Sacheck (Rochester, N.Y.), sophomore Stoney Ferlmann (Peoria, II.) and freshman Dave Pangraze (Auburn, N.H.). It will be interesting to see how these six young men perform in the Notre Dame Invitational today. O'Sullivan believes he knows how they'll do. He thinks they're going to win it.

Golf

Irish women finish second in tournament

Notre Dame women's tennis team coached by Sharon Petro finished second in the University of Illinois Chicago-Circle Tournament over the weekend. Northern Illinois won the round-robin event over the Irish on total matches won.

The Irish defeated Chicago Circle 8-1, Illinois 5-4, Northern Iowa 8-1, and lost to the winners 5-4. Notre Dame's dual match record is 1-1 for the season.

Junior Carol Shukis, who last year set a Notre Dame record with an overall winning percentage of .880, set another record by matching her 16th singles victory. Shukis surpassed 1980 graduate Patty Mulhen's record of 14.

Pam Fishette, in her first season, set a season mark for doubles winning her 17th match. Before the weekend was over, however, Fishette did lose her first doubles match of the year. In singles competition, Fishette capped her record to 11-0. She has lost just one singles set this season.

The Irish did defeat Northern Illinois earlier in the year. This time the Irish were hurt by the absence of junior Mary Leega and senior Cindy Schuster due to injury and junior Tina Stephans who was at her brother's wedding.

Irish

[continued from page 6]

Hopwood and Mark Hoyer wasted little time in doing away with Jeff True and Jim Curran 6-2, 6-2. The match lasted less than an hour.

Meanwhile, Mark McMahon and Tom Hazzard were defeating Bill Funk and Tom Lockhart by an identical score, the first set back the Indiana twosome had suffered in four matches. At number-two doubles, Jim Falvey and Tim Noonan increased the Irish margin to 3-0, coming from behind to defeat Mike Dickinson and Tom Rogers. 7-5, 7-5, 6-3.

The singles matches were played with the understanding that as soon as a team clinched the match (with five team points), play would be suspended so the Indiana team could get back to Bloomington. Rain delays already had put the tournament almost three hours behind schedule.

McMahon, Notre Dame's number-one singles man, then zipped by Indiana's Jeff True in straight sets. It marked the second win for McMahon over the South Bend native in as many meetings.

Then as the theme from "Star Wars" swelled at the neighboring ice rink, Hoyer polished off Curran at third singles, 7-5, 6-3, 6-3, giving the Irish the winning 3-0 margin.

Both teams had gone through a grueling day of tennis Saturday as they tried to make up for time lost to rain on Friday. With a few exceptions, each player had played two doubles and three singles matches.

"Our team is much better conditioned than I had thought," admitted Fallon. "It was obvious that they were in better shape than most of the other teams and that made a big difference."

Hoyer played the most, completing a total of 13 sets (three three-set singles matches and two straight-set doubles wins between 9 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. on Saturday alone). A few Irish players recorded unblemished slates for the two days of competition. Jim Falvey was 4-0 in doubles play and 3-0 at number-four singles. He was leading Indiana's Tom Rogers, 2-1 in the first set when Hoyer clinched the Irish victory.

Falvey's doubles partner, Tim Noonan, was 2-0 in singles. Noonan opted to rest him during the Purdue match Saturday morning, replacing him with Tom Robison. The strategy paid off as Robinson won in straight sets and Noonan returned later to post a crucial victory in the 5-4 win over Indiana State.

"I think our team experience from last year served our players well," said Fallon of his starting lineup which returned seven of eight players from last spring's 20-3 squad. "That was an experienced team that put us in position to start the season.

Juniors

Junior Parents Weekend Dates Have Been CHANGED from Feb. 13, 14, 15 to Feb. 6, 7, 8

Anyone desiring a committee chairmanship or committee position, there will be a meeting Thursday, Oct. 9, 7 p.m. Lafortune Ballroom
U of M wins cross country meet

by Matt Huffman
Sports Writer

The favored Michigan Wolverines captured the title from the Notre Dame Invitational Cross Country meet this past Friday. Michigan won the title with a score of 70, Indiana and Illinois at 84 and 88 respectively, won the second and third place honors. The third Big Ten squads which outdistanced the rest of the field in the Blue Division, Purdue’s score was fourth with 88 points.

In the Gold division for smaller schools, Eastern Michigan finished first place honors with an effort of 50 points. Northern Illinois and Ohio State placed second and third.

Notre Dame finished sixteenth in the field of nineteen. The Irish competed in the Blue Division of the meet, which was run in cool temperatures and a slight drizzle.

Notre Dame coach Joe Piane, who picked Michigan to win the team title, proved accurate in choosing the individual winners also. Piane named Hsiang Jim Spivey and Michigan standout Dan Hiennekas as pre-race favorites.

Spivey finished first with a time of 23:36 for the five mile course. Hiennekas, beaten in the final 200 yards by Spivey, finished at 23:37. Brian Diemer, also of Michigan, finished a distant third with a time of 25:35.

Koren Sanders, a pre-race favorite according to Piane, won the Gold Division with a time of 24:13. MarkkeyCode Luther College placed second, while Dan Shamaya of champion Eastern Michigan finished third.

The Open Division, for unattached and club runners, was won by Bob Bottsma of the Saginaw Valley Track Club. Steve Stiney and John Roscoe placed on the second and third place slots.

Notre Dame’s first finisher, for the second consecutive week was senior captain Chuck Aragon, Aragon placed 27th in the field with a time of 24:42.

Coach Piane, who had hoped for a finish in the top third of the field, was not greatly surprised with Irish performance.

"We had big hopes," said Piane "but we didn’t, so thats that. Speaking in terms of our times, we did ok."

The next action for the Irish cross country squad will be the Big Ten meet. It is scheduled for Oct. 17, here, at the Burke Memorial Golf Course. It will include teams from Indiana, Purdue, and Indiana State.

---

Golf team to host Notre Dame Invite

by Bill McCormick
Sports Writer

When asked about his team’s chances in today’s Notre Dame Invitational, Irish golf coach Noel O’ Sullivan didn’t even pause for a second, “I’m sure we’re going to win it,” he said, "and I’ll predict a team score no higher than 867.”

These are strong words, especially considering that Purdue, Michigan and Indiana State are strong teams. Purdue could have one of their favorites, Michigan Invitational, Irish golf coach Noel O’ Sullivan didn’t even pause for a second, “I’m sure we’re going to win it,” he said, "and I’ll predict a team score no higher than 867.”

These are strong words, especially considering that Purdues’ score on a breakaway goal with 7:17 to go was the one yard line. (photo by Phillip Johnson).on

The favored Michigan squad will the Big Ten title this year in two away contests.

Senior Kevin Lovejoy was the only bright spot for the Irish against the Warriors in Milwaukee. The senior wing scored both Notre Dame goals, one in each half.

Lovejoy’s first goal came on an indirect kick. The Irish trailed Marquette 2-1 at halftime and then fell back by 2-1 early in the second period. Lovejoy, a Seattle, Wash., native, put the Irish back within one after a score midway in the final half with an assist from Sami Kahali.

Marquette tallied its final score on a breakthrough goal with less than a minute remaining in the game. Notre Dame had pulled it’s goalie prior to the point, hoping for a powerhouse goal to tie the game.

In the Spartan contest it was freshman Rob Snyder of Dallas, Tex., who managed the only Irish goal. Notre Dame will host Bethel on Wednesday in a game slated to begin at 4 p.m. on Stepan Center Field.

---

Social Life
Surveys
due today

All Student Government Social Life Surveys should be returned today in order that they may be processed before the Board of Trustees meeting. Your co-operation is greatly appreciated.

---

The Observer
Box Q, Notre Dame, IN 46556
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...Three

Oliver’s four-for-four field goal day tied the Notre Dame record for most field goals in a game. Chuck Mole outscored the Wolverines 12-10 last year to set that mark.

The second Oliver record came on his fourth field goal as, the just-kicked account reached his fourteenth point of the game. The 5-11, 165-pounder passed Bob Thomas’ total of 13 points in a game by a placekicker in one single game. Thomas booted 20 field goals and went on to add two more in the 1979 Sugar Bowl, both of which are Notre Dame’s second half show. Despite the relatively close score of the game, it was the punishing Irish running attack that took control in the second half. In holding the ball for over 11 minutes in the third quarter, the Notre Dame offense used its potent runners on all but two plays, showing the complete dominance exhibited by the offensive line.

Another important factor in Notre Dame’s second half show was the sudden appearance of freshman quarterback Blair Kiel. Kiel’s confident manner and genuine talent guided the Irish to 20 points in the second stanza, giving one ample reason to speculate that Kiel is pushing senior Mike Coursy a little more for the starting job. In completing 5 of 10 passes for over 200 yards, the Columbus, Indiana native demonstrated a certain proficiency in running Notre Dame’s varied attack. Questioned about Kiel’s status for the Miami game next week, Devine replied that he was not really prepared to answer that question at this point. Blair did a good job, he added, and is clearly one of the Irish’s key players. Taking advantage of the line’s dominance of Michigan State’s defensive front, Kiel and company finally took the lead in the third period. After Stacey Traynor’s return of one Ray Stachowicz’s bouncing punts 11 yards to the Notre Dame 49 yard line, the offense went straight running plays, the last being a 12 yard touchdown jaunt by Carter. This touchdown proved to be the turning point for the frustrated offense, who had racked up big yardage but been excluded from the end zone.

Despite taking things more in hand in the second half, the Irish continued to hurt themselves with numerous penalties, bungling of too many key plays, Devine realized the seriousness of such a trend, but made no excuses for his team after the loss. We have no alibis whatever, they were good football team and they caused us to make some errors.

Two penalties that stand tall in most observer’s minds were called on Tim Kiel, and Tom DeStio for unnecessary roughness. Both calls were termed questionable by Devine, who thought the officials misread his player’s actions. I don’t think a freshman like Kiel should be made to look like his ability to adopt my attitude going in to kick.

Oliver’s poise has not gone unnoticed by Irish fans — their confidence in him far surpasses the weeks of priors to his “miracle.”

“The one thing about Oliver is he’s cool,” commented a student after the win. “He is cool no matter how big the job, he knows he has to kick the ball.”

Field Hockey

Depauv K. Notre Dame 0
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Irish win hard-fought battle

by Mike Oelenk
Sports Writer

Spearheaded by the record-setting performances of sophomore sensation Phil Carter, Notre Dame advanced past the last of the 10 teams rated among the first four in the nation with a hard-fought 26-21 win over the Michigan State team on Saturday. Running behind an offensive line that led the Irish to 23 of the final 26 points, Carter hurled himself into the national limelight as one of the most memorable performances ever by an Irish running back.

It was the Big Three — Carter, Blair Kiel and Harry Oliver — that led the Irish of- fensive line that continued to improve each game. Carter hurled himself into the national limelight as one of the most memorable performances ever by an Irish running back.

The running workhorse was injured in the game, and suffered a bruised right thigh, but is listed as a probable starter for next week's game.

Carter, a Tacoma, Wash., native entered the game just two years after he beat them and said they were good then. They went on to win the rest of their games that season, and their record doesn't necessarily show how good a team they were.

MSU showed their intentions of giving the Irish a tough game early as they scored on their second possession. Sophomore quarterback John Leister hand ed the ball to flanker Otis Grant for a 254-yard field goal against Michigan State, asserting itself early by making some big plays and forcing Notre Dame into many mental mistakes. Within seven minutes of the opening kick-off, the Irish found themselves trailing the inspired Spartans by nine, giving Dan Devine good reason to believe that this was to be just like any other game in this long rivalry.

Michigan State has got a good football team. They were 1-3 two years ago before we beat them and they said they were good then. They went on to win the rest of their games that season, and their record doesn't necessarily show how good a team they have.

USC showed their intentions of giving the Irish a tough game early as they scored on their second possession. Sophomore quarterback John Leister handed the ball to flanker Otis Grant for a 254-yard field goal against Michigan State, asserting itself early by making some big plays and forcing Notre Dame into many mental mistakes. Within seven minutes of the opening kick-off, the Irish found themselves trailing the inspired Spartans by nine, giving Dan Devine good reason to believe that this was to be just like any other game in this long rivalry.

"You mean he would have broken my buddy Vagas Ferguson's record?" said Dan Devine after the game. "Vagas was my biggest fan. He would have been happier than anybody about this." Carter, who actually had the record with 265 yards at one point in the game, lost two yards on his final carry; thus, relinquishing the championship to set the milestone.

The young man who carried the ball only 27 times last year or 145 yards did carry one record, however. Notre Dame's record books. His 40 carries were enough to break the previous single game high of 39, set in 1977 against the same Tech Yellow Jackets. Carter, who had no idea he was near: Ferguson's mark before the game, said he was not worried about missing the record, after all "I'm only a soph omore and there is plenty of time left." Carter's record breaking 254-yard field goal against Michigan State was set up by a 69-yard pass to Harry Oliver, who set up the winning field goal.

The running workhorse was injured in the game, and suffered a bruised right thigh, but is listed as a probable starter for next week's game.

Packaging a slightly softer, but nonetheless crucial punch for the Irish offensive squad was freshman Blair Kiel, who directed Notre Dame for the final 41 seconds against Michi gan two weeks ago, rushed eight times for 45 yards against the Spartans and was 5-10 in the aerial attack for 56 yards.

Kiel, who also punted four times for a 38.8-yard average, led his team to 23 of the final 26 points. The Colts, 16-2, basically went into the game just prior to the halftime buzzer, mounted a drive within the field goal range of Harry Oliver, and impressed his coaches enough to take him started to the 6-1, 200-pounder in the first quarter by Notre Dame's defense off balance, only to be held up at the line of scrimmage.

"Coach told me when we were going to the locker room at halftime that they were going to start me," said Kiel. "I was a little scared when I left the field, but I knew they had the confidence to put me in and I was going out to do the job."

Our offensive line did a fantastic job, they pulled us through the game, I never had much pressure and Phil Carter did a great job." Kiel, who often works out of the shotgun, was unsure as to what will start next week's game against the 4-0 Hurricanes of Miami as was Devine. But the first-year signal caller claimed he would accept any decision.

"I'll work my hardest and whatever happens, will happen," said Kiel.

The final third of The Big Three, Harry Oliver, a place-kicker from Cincinnati, Ohio who "saved" the Irish with a 91- yard field goal against Michigan State before he earned his name in the Notre Dame record books.

The final third of The Big Three, Harry Oliver, a place-kicker from Cincinnati, Ohio who "saved" the Irish with a 91-yard field goal against Michigan State before he earned his name in the Notre Dame record books — twice.

(continued on page 7)